
Metronome

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by mie mie

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

Since yesterday it has been raining so strong.

The board day is not feel think about anything.

The sound, that rain hit the window,

which always same rhythm.

Wake up in the morning,

and the night comes soon.

It's repeating every day.

Walking the street,

the sound of shoes always same rhythm.

I was sleeping and wake up.

I had a dream.

If I changed the step.

tic-tac tic-tac tic-tac tic-tac tantantantantan！

My mind rhythm is breathing.

I'm loving the person who passed me.

I try to listen by my ear.

The time is stopped at the moment.

I found the same rhythm.

I was sleeping,

and wake up I become falling love.

If my arm was in your arm.

tic-tac tic-tac tic-tac tic-tac tantantantantan！

My mind rhythm would be crazy!

I would say my magic words with 

my hand in my breast.

tic-tantantantan！

Black Cat

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by mie mie

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

A long time ago, I couldn't be an adult yet.

So, I was stupiding at the veranda, 

when I was standing.

I couldn't find you that 

you're coming down from the sky.

Since that day, you're living in my house.

I didn't care for tomorrow, 

I was thinking only each of

day and dreaming.

When I was sleeping, you kiss my cheek 

and left there in the morning.

I'm still in the dream and stupiding.

When I'm walking in the past, the sky will be high

you told me the world that I don't know.

I don't know what will be happen tomorrow

when I'm watching you,  I thought so.

You know It's the short fairly tales.

when I wake up from the dream, 

you're already gone.

I'm still waiting you at the veranda, 

I'm getting old now.

Sleeplearning

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by Ken Kinoshita

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

You and my sleeplearning.

I'll try to memorize all day.

My head seems like a warehouse.

It takes a day to remember.

Today and tomorrow will be sleeplearning.

Try to memorize anything.

But important things is easy to forget.

It'll keep going sleeplearing even tomorrow.

Alice

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by mie mie

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

Look at the mirror my side face is go into there.

If you're girl, you must have some kinds of face.

The eyelashes which is brighten is for you.

The red rouge lip is for somebody.

Alice in the mirror land is living in my heart.

She is having the magical medicine in her tiny hand.

Is it true that if I didn't to be cute, Can't I love???

I try to turn a quiz's keyhole several times.

I try not to show my hip which has tail.

Even I'm wearing the fancy bulge skirt.

The night apple of the eye is shining 

with sadness moon shadow.

If you're girls, 

everybody hide their beautiful thorn.

A leaf is beckoning with honey.

The butterfly is sprinkle starch with wings.

Try to catch me with both hands.

And now I try to relief, see, 

why don't you come here.

I think I'd better disappear before

the morning will come and they'll notice me.

I was suddenly hugged 

when I showed my back that time.

I, crybaby showed my tail.

When you hug me, I feel so relieved.

If you touch my tail, my magic will be gone.

I can be myself in front of you.

Try to close my shaking wings, 

and try to warm my frozen finger.

I'm touching the baby body with gentle.

Even I'm in the dream, 

but try to feel with closing eyes.

I don't think it is anything else.  

It is not anxious.

Bonbori

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by Ken Kinoshita

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

Even the darkness road, it's getting brightness.

Tiny flame is getting wilder.

Every night I walk and turn on the bonbori.

in the afternoon, it is only as an accessory.

The light in the snowing night.

It seems like a phantom(A)

The light show the road.

It is the bonbori.

Don't forget the bonbori in the mountain road.

Let's look for that when you lost.

It's solid  in the sky in the summer.

The approach to a shrine is shine.

Every night I walk and turn on the bonbori.

in the afternoon, it is only as an accessory.

If you look for the secret, you'll need a bonbori.

If you hide the secret

Let's hide the bonbori.

Every night I walk and turn on the bonbori.

In the afternoon, it is only as an accessory.

The light show the road.

It is the bonbori.
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Dream Eater

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by mie mie

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

I'm going to take out the star of heart,

and improve for not to cloud.

If I become hungry, I eat the dream.

If I feel sleepy, I'll have a dream.

Swing swing swing small wave,

Wind is come to a sail.

I sow a seed, give the water,

I dream a smelling of flower.

float on the river, flowing on the wave.

and trust with the wind.

and continue to the trip, 

there are many love which is gone like a babble.

I found the shinning stone beside the water, 

I stuff the stone in the pocket.

I'll make the guidepost for not lost the way.

The day, I'll want the God, brush past.

Swing, swing, swing, 

I run after the dream and phantom

If I got the lost, I can't come back, 

If I turn over where it is.

I saw the shadow far away, 

same sunset I saw yesterday.

When I wake up from the dream, 

I saw the world .

I found the shining stone beside the water.  

I stuff the stone in the pocket.

Please don't wake up from the dream,

if you wanted to be kids forever.

Hummingbird

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by mie mie

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

The bird which can't fly singing is

crying in the bird cage.

The tear is come out from the bed,

my feeling is round and round.

Everyday I can't do anything,

I'm watching only in the sky.

This is not the same world that I was dreaming,

the scene is gone away.

The bird which can't fly and singing,

it's not the beautiful sound

If It'll arrive to the person, it must be nice.

This is the present from the God.

Everyday, I can 't do anything,

I try to find something I can do.

When I was listen the words which I can see,

there are blooming the wind even a little bit.

I spread the wing in the sky,

the moment I could ride on the wind.

I become a tiny things,

if I saw the sky from far away.

The bird which can't fly and singing,

it's getting a note in the bird cage.

It's turn round and round,

and go up to the sky.

The bird which can't fly,

I like myself walking on the ground.

I'm not the same the day I was crying.

Lu lu la la la lu lu  la la la la la la

I spread the wing in the sky and

I'd invest the propeller by dream.

I'd like to float in the sky even a little bit.

Life

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by mie mie

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

My boyfriend always says

he loves only me.

I always forget the diplomacy,

I'm not a kitten which is swing in your hand.

My boyfriends is always halfheartedly,

so he doesn't notice even I'm getting pretty.

Even he forget the love's magic words,

if I would live with him.  I need to be careful.

I always see him pretend face.

I know boys are beast, even an adult, 

they are spineless.

Why don't you see the mirror, 

if you want to make

much of more, give me the money.

Even he forget the love's magic words,

He always watch another girl as a heredity.

He always pretend he loves me, 

and drop his head and nod.

He always pretend he loves me, and smile.

Gentleman in Profile

Music by Ken Kinoshita

Lyrics by mie mie

Translated by Yuki Hiromitsu

Why don't you show me your face,

I feel so bored and yawn.

I can't see your feeling even I stretch myself,

I know you pretend an adult, but you have secret.

Sometimes, I do like to be have like a spoilt child.

I'd like to beat my heart.

I can't reach even I stretch myself.

You always pretend as an adult like cool.

You're not to bright and you pretend so

and suddenly you kiss me.

Liar!  Turn on me.

I don't want you say a caprice.

Before you said you're not interested in any girl

even you didn't care me.

You're not to bright and you pretend so

you kiss me so wonderful (I was almost feel crying).

Your hand was in the pocket, 

you're devote to your neck down and did.
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